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DJ Who, who’m on the streets goes by his real name Jose, is a sexy San Diego DJ who mixes
Electronic, Rock and Hip Hop beats on an open format. DJ Who brings something different to clubs up and down the West Coast every time he
get’s behind the tables. Who, gives party goers a break from the usual Top 40 tracks and draws his inspiration from the music of his past Hip Hop
and Rock and Roll. What’s interesting about this Dj is his love for being a disk jockey stems as far back as being able to mix music on the original
format it was intended, the vinyl record.
Starting out as a self taught DJ playing house parties and other small events, Who quickly began to make a name for himself in 2003 as the resident
DJ at The W Hotel in San Diego. Word began to spread about his one of a kind sound,
and soon he was playing private gigs for celebrity athletes such as Sunny Garcia and Bradley Schumacher. Additionally Who has also rocked
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stadium sized crowds at multiple Monster Energy Drink events and various block parties in San Diego.
Today you can find Who dropping beats at San Diego’s hottest party events such as LaPuertaSD for Brunch & Beats 12-4pm on Sunday Fundays,
Analog San Diego on Friday nights, The Tavern in Pacific Beach on Sunday nights, and inside the LIVE AT BOND inside the Cosmopolitan Hotel
Las Vegas, cuz this Dj don’t mess around!!!
DJ Who has solidified his reputation as a performer behind the decks, and provides club-goers with a memorable experience each and every time.
His monthly podcast, Rock Out, is a perfect sampling of the music that inspires his live sets. While his mixtapes showcase his versatility with other
genres of music like Hip Hop and Electro House.
As many often ask, what is the meaning behind Dj Who. A source close to the disk jockey recently told us, Jose came up with the name back when
he was in college Dj-ing at local frat parties. People asked him what his Dj name was, and “Who” just stuck. When Who is not behind the turn
tables you can often find him at 3rd Corner in Point Loma where he enjoys the likes of fine wine and cheese with close friends during the week
days. The DJ also enjoys spending time at home listening to the wonderful tracks of his favorite artists such as Method Man and Wu – Tang Clan to
mentions a few of records from his elaborate collection of vinyl records.
Dj Who is also a part of an electonic- rock meets group that he produced and created known as DJ Who & Paulo da Rosa. In this unique duo, his
protegee Paulo blends his live electric guitar riffs simultaneously with DJ Who’s beats. The entire show is unscripted and spontaneous, with both
artists moving from song to song, genre to genre, without missing a beat.
Who and Paulo’s shows are exciting, dynamic and overflowing with energy. Their sound spans both rock and electronic music genres, making it
easy for Paulo’s energetic stage presence and Who’s ever-changing song selection to keep audience’s entertained. To date DJ Who and Paulo de
Rosa have rocked out nightclubs, music festivals and casinos from San Diego, Los Angeles and New York.
Who’s passion and dedication to the world of music and night club entertainment along with his strapping good looks is what make him a night
scene favorite and high in demand San Diego Disk Jockey. For more on DJ Jose Who visit http://djwho.biz/DJWho/Home.html !!!
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